



Safetytips for the Bosnia Rally  

Dear participants,


for your own safety and to ensure an unforgettable adventure, we request you to pay attention on 
the following safety tips and regulations for your participitation at the Bosnia Rally:


1. It is not a Race! There is no time-taking. Please ride within your drivers skills and capabilities.

2. We request you to stick to the speed limitations and restricitions. Both, given by law and by 

the organisation of the event.

3. Please show up at the daily briefing in the evening. There you will receive important and 

necessary information and safety advices concerning the track for the following day. Please 
bring pencil and paper to make notices as required by you. 


4. Do not leave the official tracks in the landscape, be aware of mines!!

5. In case of emergency or accident: maintain own safety, keep calm, provide first aid and help 

to you and others. If neccessary inform the organisation, give position/coordinates.

6. Know your equipment and navigation system.

7. Technical breakdowns and flat tires are primarily to be fixed by yourself. For the case of an 

unrepairable or unridable bike, there will be technical pick-up by 4x4. (e.g. clutch failure, 
broken rim, etc…) 


8. For bikes with or without tube, carry repair kit and spare tube.

9. Mousse is preferred/advantageous.

10. Every bike needs to be equipped with an first-aid kit. Available for about 10€ at motorcycle 

stores like Motorrad Louis or Polo.

11. Personal required medicine you on prescription shall be organized by you in advance.

12. We recommend you to take a small travel medical case filled with pain-relieve creme, anti 

vomit or diarrhea pills,….

13. Small pocket light or headlamp shall be taken with you.

14. Take sufficient water/drinks and additional sports nutrition as required per day with you, like 

powerbars, dextrose, etc…

15. In the afternoon of every riding day, make a time check and estimate, if destination (Adria Ski 

Kupres) can be reached within timed deadline. If not, consider going straight back on the 
road.


16. Get a bosnian Sim-card for your mobilephone in advance, e.g. at a gasstation when entering 
Bosnia. It is cheap. But Bosnia is not falling under the EU Roaming. Let it be setup by the 
salesman.


17. If you plan not to take part on a certain riding day of the Bosnia Rally, please inform the 
organisation at that morning that you dont start. Please do not do your own riding plans 
without informing the organisation in advance.


18. Have fun, enjoy and stay safe.


kind regards, see you in Kupres


Georg Fuhrmann


info@endulance.de

+49-151-40496929

www.endulance.de

#endulancemotomedic
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